tinent to our overnourished society. The chapter on chemical, physical, climatic, and occupationally related illness is also complete and useful.
According to the preface, the aim of the authors was to provide "a bird's eye view of medicine." To which birds are they alluding? There is the duckling trying to absorb basic medicine in two six-week clerkships. There is the physically and emotionally exhausted young hawk preparing for boards after three years of carrying the full load of clinical responsibility. There is the old buzzard caring for too many patients with too many problems. Will these birds utilize such a text?
Concern is growing on how to deal with imbalance in the education of "wellrounded" physicians in the face of explosive advances in medical science. Surely the answer does not lie in the production of ever-larger compendia. There are already available medically programmed computers that score as well as the average internist in diagnostic accuracy and better than 80 percent of physicians in correct prescribing of antibiotics. In this direction lies relief from the burden of access to data and its routine processing. Within a decade new medical students will probably be issued computers as now is done for students at certain of the more progressive universities.
In the meantime, for my daily access to data, handbooks of medicine are por- An effective laboratory manual for an introductory biochemistry course is a difficult text to construct. As most biochemistry laboratory courses are taught in conjunction with standard lectures, it is not necessary to have a comprehensive discussion of biochemistry in the lab manual. Quite the contrary, such manuals are often long, repetitious, and difficult to use. On the other hand, manuals which contain only the outline of the experiments to be performed reduce biochemistry laboratory work to cookbook exercises. The present manual by G. Douglas Crandall represents an excellent balance and is one of the most useful manuals presently available.
Selected Exercises for the Biochemistry Laboratory begins with introductory chapters on basic techniques and colorimetry and then goes through experiments on proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, and nucleic acids. Each chapter contains some introductory material covering the basic biochemistry of the molecules being studied. The laboratory exercises themselves are very well organized and explained, with a great deal of emphasis placed on understanding the reasons for each step. Provocative questions throughout the text encourage the student to review the theoretical foundations. Ample space is given to interpreting data and appropriate calculations; although blank tables and graphs in the text allow entry of data directly into the manual, the text is geared toward the student keeping a separate laboratory notebook, with careful documentation of procedures and results. The text is complemented with useful diagrams, and helpful hints abound. Where an experiment is potentially dangerous, warnings are given clearly, and precautions explained. Each chapter has a useful bibliography, with references both to standard textbooks and to appropriate original articles.
An interesting feature of this text is that the experiments become progressively more involved and require more independence. The student begins with experiments on the spectrophotometric analysis of riboflavin, identification of a dipeptide by paper chromatography, purification of a protein, and enzyme kinetics, and progresses to carbohydrate analysis including thin layer chromatography, lipid analysis including fatty acid isolation, and finally the isolation and characterization of E. coli DNA. This last chapter consists of a short introduction and a reprint of Julius Marmur's classic 1961 paper on DNA isolation (J Molecular Biology 3: 208), which itself is a detailed, well-explained account. The student is then helped to develop a laboratory protocol based directly on this article; experiments on the characteristics of DNA follow. Thus, the student proceeds in the course of the laboratory work from basic, carefully explained experiments, to following a published research paper, a very useful and practical progression.
Selected Exercises for the Biochemistry Laboratory also contains an appendix which describes for the instructor how to set up each experiment, including the amount of reagents and equipment needed. Quite simply, this is one of the nicest manuals for a basic biochemistry laboratory now available, and laboratory instructors should be strongly encouraged to examine it for potential use. Biochemistry may be taught at a variety of different levels and certainly the biochemistry major will demand (or at least his instructors will require) a more rigorous treatment of the subject than would a non-major with perhaps only a peripheral interest in the subject. The preface to Biochemistry by Frank B. Armstrong states: "Biochemistry is for an introductory course designed to accommodate undergraduates from widely varying curricula." Armstrong presents the subject of biochemistry effectively, slowly leading the student through basic concepts in the early chapters, then introducing proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, and nucleic acids, progressing to metabolism, and ending with DNA, hormones, and nutrition.
The tone set in the early introductory chapters continues throughout the text; even when dealing with more difficult areas of biochemistry where greater detail or complex pathways are required, Armstrong strives to teach the basic concepts and keep his discussion simple. One has the feeling at times, however, that something is being left out. For example, in explaining amino acid sequencing, Armstrong discusses the Edman degradation but fails to mention that the reason this procedure cannot be used to sequence the entire protein is that the yield for each step is very low and unreasonable quantities of protein would be required. Similarly, in discussing enzyme inhibition, a derivation of the Michaelis-Menten equation under this condition is not included. Both these arguments, however, are demands for a more rigorous
